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Sketchbook 1966-1971 Feb 23 2022
Plays Of Max Frisch Nov 22 2021
Biedermann Und Die Brandstifter Nov 10 2020
The Theatre Arts Audition Book for Men Jun 25 2019 First Published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Max Frisch Jan 13 2021
I'm Not Stiller Jul 19 2021 "Readers cannot but feel the force of what remains one of the most important
novels of the post-war years." Times Literary Supplement
I'm Not Stiller Jul 31 2022 "Readers cannot but feel the force of what remains one of the most important
novels of the post-war years."—Times Literary Supplement
Perspectives on Gender in Post-1945 German Literature Jun 17 2021 Masculinist and feminist worldviews in
post-1945 German literature, and the possibility of a dynamic reconceptualization of human subjectivity.
Andorra Sep 01 2022 Reissue of this Methuen classic to tie in with a major new production The republic of
Andorra is invaded by totalitarian forces. The populace capitulates to the anti-Semitism of the aggressor and
betrays Andri, the foundling son of the local schoolmaster. But Andri it seems, is not a Jew at all. Andorra
explores the mechanism of racism with the story of a non-Jew brought up as a Jew, who falls victim to antiSemitic hostility.
A Study Guide for Max Frisch 's "The Firebugs" Oct 10 2020 A Study Guide for Max Frisch 's "The Firebugs,"
excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Drama For Students. This concise study guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading; and
much more. For any literature project, trust Drama For Students for all of your research needs.
A Companion to the Works of Max Frisch Apr 27 2022 A comprehensive advanced introduction to and
scholarly commentary on the work of the Swiss writer Max Frisch, one of the leading German-language
dramatists and novelists of the late twentieth century.
Triptych Sep 08 2020
An Answer from the Silence Oct 22 2021 This novel by esteemed Swiss writer Max Frisch is an exploration of
the question: “Why don’t we live when we know we’re here just this one time, just one single, unrepeatable
time in this unutterably magnificent world?!” This outcry against the emptiness of ordinary everyday life
uttered by the hero of Frisch’s book is countered by “an answer from the silence” he meets when face-to-face

with death. When An Answer from the Silence begins, the protagonist has just turned thirty and is engaged to
be married and about to start work as a teacher. Frightened by the idea of settling down, he journeys to the
Alps in a do-or-die effort to climb the unclimbed North Ridge, and by doing so prove he is not ordinary. But
having reached the top he returns not in triumph, but in frostbitten shock, having come dangerously close to
death. This highly personal early novel reflects a crisis in Frisch’s own life, and perhaps because of this
intimate connection, he refused to allow it to be included in his Collected Works in the 1970s. Now available
in English, this distinctive book will thrill fans of Frisch’s other works.
The Fire Raisers Oct 29 2019
From the Berlin Journal Mar 15 2021 Max Frisch (1911-91) was a giant of twentieth-century German
literature. When Frisch moved into a new apartment in Berlin's Sarrazinstrasse, he began keeping a journal,
which he came to call the Berlin Journal. A few years later, he emphasized in an interview that this was by no
means a "scribbling book," but rather a book "fully composed." The journal is one of the great treasures of
Frisch's literary estate, but the author imposed a retention period of twenty years from the date of his death
because of the "private things" he noted in it. From the Berlin Journal now marks the first publication of
excerpts from Frisch's journal. Here, the unmistakable Frisch is back, full of doubt, with no illusions, and with
a playfully sharp eye for the world. From the Berlin Journal pulls from the years 1946-49 and 1966-71.
Observations about the writer's everyday life stand alongside narrative and essayistic texts, as well as finelydrawn portraits of colleagues like Günter Grass, Uwe Johnson, Wolf Biermann, and Christa Wolf, among
others. Its foremost quality, though, is the extraordinary acuity with which Frisch observed political and
social conditions in East Germany while living in West Berlin.
The Plays of Max Frisch Aug 20 2021
The Arsonists Dec 12 2020 A new translation of this classic play by Swiss playwright Max Frisch.
Perspectives on Max Frisch Jul 27 2019 Max Frisch, with his countryman Friederich Diirrenmatt, shares the
place of eminence in contemporary Swiss literature. Indeed, he ranks high among the recent leading writers
in the German language. But, although several of his works— novels and plays—have been translated into
English, he remains little known in America. In this collection of essays an international group of scholars
provides a fresh introduction to this noted author. The three leading essays review Frisch's work in the forms
he has used most extensively—drama, narrative fiction, and the personal diary. The remaining nine essays
focus on specific works or topics. Among the works examined are I'm Not Stiller, A Wilderness of Mirrors,
Wilhelm Tell, and the recent Man in the Holocene. Among the topics are Frisch's use of language and images,
his treatment of women, and the element of parody. Concluding the volume is the most complete bibliography
on Frisch to appear in English to date.
Bluebeard Sep 20 2021 After his acquittal in court of the strangulation murder of a call girl, his ex-wife, Dr.
Schaad relives the trial within his own mind as he attempts to come to terms with his guilt or innocence
Angel of Oblivion May 05 2020 Haderlap is an accomplished poet, and that lyricism leaves clear traces on
this ravishing debut, which won the prestigious Bachmann Prize in 2011. The descriptions are sensual, and
the unusual similes and metaphors occasionally change perspective unexpectedly. Angel of Oblivion deals
with harrowing subjects - murder, torture, persecution and discrimination of an ethnic minority - in intricate
and lyrical prose. The novel tells the story of a family from the Slovenian minority in Austria. The first-person
narrator starts off with her childhood memories of rural life, in a community anchored in the past. Yet behind
this rural idyll, an unresolved conflict is smouldering. At first, the child wonders about the border to
Yugoslavia, which runs not far away from her home. Then gradually the stories that the adults tell at every
opportunity start to make sense. All the locals are scarred by the war. Her grandfather, we find out, was a
partisan fighting the Nazis from forest hideouts. Her grandmother was arrested and survived Ravensbrück.
As the narrator grows older, she finds out more. Through conversations at family gatherings and long nights
talking to her grandmother, she learns that her father was arrested by the Austrian police and tortured - at
the age of ten - to extract information on the whereabouts of his father. Her grandmother lost her fosterdaughter and many friends and relatives in Ravensbrück and only escaped the gas chamber by hiding inside
the camp itself. The narrator begins to notice the frequent suicides and violent deaths in her home region,
and she develops an eye for how the Slovenians are treated by the majority of German-speaking Austrians. As
an adult, the narrator becomes politicised and openly criticises the way in which Austria deals with the war
and its own Nazi past. In the closing section, she visits Ravensbrück and finds it strangely lifeless - realising
that her personal memories of her grandmother are stronger. Illuminating an almost forgotten chapter of
European history and the European present, the book deals with family dynamics scarred by war and torture
- a dominant grandmother, a long-suffering mother, a violent father who loves his children but is impossible

to live with. And interwoven with this is compelling reflection on storytelling: the narrator hoping to rid
herself of the emotional burden of her past and to tell stories on behalf of those who cannot. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
Man in the Holocene Nov 03 2022 "A luminous parable . . . A masterpiece." The New York Times
Max Frisch Apr 15 2021
Andorra Aug 08 2020 Having left America after a daunting tragedy, a man makes acquaintances in a
mysterious new country with an elderly resident of a grand hotel, a kayaking matriarch, and a secret-keeping
Australian couple, all of whom become suspects when a body is discovered in the harbor. Reprint.
We Wanted Workers: Unraveling the Immigration Narrative Jul 07 2020 From “America’s leading
immigration economist” (The Wall Street Journal), a refreshingly level-headed exploration of the effects of
immigration. We are a nation of immigrants, and we have always been concerned about immigration. As early
as 1645, the Massachusetts Bay Colony began to prohibit the entry of “paupers.” Today, however, the notion
that immigration is universally beneficial has become pervasive. To many modern economists, immigrants are
a trove of much-needed workers who can fill predetermined slots along the proverbial assembly line. But this
view of immigration’s impact is overly simplified, explains George J. Borjas, a Cuban-American, Harvard labor
economist. Immigrants are more than just workers—they’re people who have lives outside of the factory
gates and who may or may not fit the ideal of the country to which they’ve come to live and work. Like the
rest of us, they’re protected by social insurance programs, and the choices they make are affected by their
social environments. In We Wanted Workers, Borjas pulls back the curtain of political bluster to show that, in
the grand scheme, immigration has not affected the average American all that much. But it has created
winners and losers. The losers tend to be nonmigrant workers who compete for the same jobs as immigrants.
And somebody’s lower wage is somebody else’s higher profit, so those who employ immigrants benefit
handsomely. In the end, immigration is mainly just another government redistribution program. “I am an
immigrant,” writes Borjas, “and yet I do not buy into the notion that immigration is universally beneficial. . . .
But I still feel that it is a good thing to give some of the poor and huddled masses, people who face so many
hardships, a chance to experience the incredible opportunities that our exceptional country has to offer.”
Whether you’re a Democrat, a Republican, or an Independent, We Wanted Workers is essential reading for
anyone interested in the issue of immigration in America today.
Homo faber Jun 05 2020 Der rationalitätsgläubige Techniker Faber muß kurz vor seinem Tod erfahren, daß
seine Weltorientierung nicht ausreicht, um menschliche Schuld und schicksalshaftem Zufall zu entgehen.
Novels Plays Essays: Max Frisch Dec 24 2021 Texts include selections from "Sketchbook 1946-1949," "I'm
Not Stiller," "Homo Faber: A Report," "Gantenbein," "Sketchbook 1966-1971," "Wilhelm Tell: A School Text,"
"Military Service Record," "Montauk," and "Man in the Holocene." The plays includes selections from "Now
They are Singing Again," "Don Juan," "Andorra," "The Fire Raisers," "Biography: A Game," and "Tryptich:
Three Scenic Panels." The essays and speeches include "Emigrants," "Foreignization I," "Switzerland as
Heimat," and "Questionaire 1987."
Sketchbook 1946-1949 Jun 29 2022
Homo Faber Jan 25 2022 Loneliness and despair invade the world of an engineer who comes to realize that
he has failed as a friend, husband, and father
How to Disappear Completely: Poetics of Extinction in Max Frisch's Man in the Holocene Aug 27 2019
Questionnaire May 29 2022
Zurich Transit May 17 2021 The screenplay "Zurich Transit" was developed from an episode in the novel
Gantenbein, published in 1964: 'A story for Camilla: of a man who decides several times to change his life
but, of course, never succeeds ...' Yet one day he, Theo Ehrismann, returns from a trip abroad and reads in
the paper his own obituary. He arrives just on time for his own funeral and observes the attending mourners,
and yet he is not able to reveal himself to them, especially not to his wife: 'How does one say that he is alive?'
Max Frisch counters the traditional dramaturgy based on causality with a dramaturgy of coincidence. 'Life,'
Max Frisch said in 1965, 'is the sum of events that happen by chance, and it always could as well have turned
out differently; there is not a single action or omission that does not allow for variables in the future.'
Max Frisch, His Work and Its Swiss Background Jan 01 2020
Three Plays Feb 11 2021 The three plays collected in this volume were the first of Max Frisch's dramatic
works to reach the public. Now for the first time they appear in English, thanks to the translation skills of
Michael Bullock. These three plays are of special interest both to students of modern drama and admirers of
Frisch.Santa Cruz (1944), Frisch's first dramatic effort, has as its subtitle "A Romance," and represents an
element of fantasy that runs through all his writing, but was never again to occupy such a preeminent

position. Now They're Singing Again (1945), written under the immediate impression of World War II, tells of
a soldier who is traumatized by what he sees, hears and feels on his journey through the smouldering
battlefields of Central Europe.The radio play Rip van Winkle (1953), written after Frisch heard the legend
during his stay in the USA, foreshadows his novel Stiller. A famous sculptor returns to his native Switzerland
after a long absence, during which he feels thathis experiences have changed him into another person. He
vehemently denies being the man everyone, including his wife, believes him to be. The theme, the imposition
of identity, underlies virtually all Frisch's writing and became a central element in his philosophy.
The sources of "Rip Van Winkle" by Washington Irving and its influence on Max Frisch’s novel "Stiller" Nov
30 2019 Seminar paper from the year 1973 in the subject American Studies - Literature, grade: 1,0,
University of Massachusetts - Amherst (English Department), course: English 750, Early American Literature,
Professor Lowance, Fall Semester, 1973, language: English, abstract: Max Frisch novel "Stiller" was
influenced by the American tale "Rip Van Winkle" by Washington Irving. Irving himself was influenced by a
German source. In this work, the author tries to untangle the interwoven works of Frisch and Irving. In the
work the author singles out "Rip Van Winkle" by Washington Irving and expound it in a new with the
assistance of a reverberation which this tale has had in the writings of the modern Swiss German author Max
Frisch. The author is convinced that to draw certain conclusions from the influence a given work of literature
exerts on later works of literature is as legitimate in literary interpretation as to infer anything from the use
to which an author puts his source material. The author also believes that Frisch's modern exploitation of the
"Rip Van Winkle" story may shed as much new light on Irving's achievement as the comparison between "Rip
Van Winkle" and its German source in the tale of "Peter Klaus, the Goatherd" has done.
The Chinese Wall Jan 31 2020 Describes the prenatal development of identical and fraternal twins and
discusses attitudes twins develop about each other.
The Lost Shtetl Apr 03 2020 WINNER OF THE NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD AND THE JEWISH
FICTION AWARD FROM THE ASSOCIATION OF JEWISH LIBRARIES GOOD MORNING AMERICA MUST
READ NEW BOOKS * NEW YORK POST BUZZ BOOKS * THE MILLIONS MOST ANTICIPATED A remarkable
debut novel—written with the fearless imagination of Michael Chabon and the piercing humor of Gary
Shteyngart—about a small Jewish village in the Polish forest that is so secluded no one knows it exists . . .
until now. What if there was a town that history missed? For decades, the tiny Jewish shtetl of Kreskol existed
in happy isolation, virtually untouched and unchanged. Spared by the Holocaust and the Cold War, its
residents enjoyed remarkable peace. It missed out on cars, and electricity, and the internet, and indoor
plumbing. But when a marriage dispute spins out of control, the whole town comes crashing into the twentyfirst century. Pesha Lindauer, who has just suffered an ugly, acrimonious divorce, suddenly disappears. A day
later, her husband goes after her, setting off a panic among the town elders. They send a woefully
unprepared outcast named Yankel Lewinkopf out into the wider world to alert the Polish authorities.
Venturing beyond the remote safety of Kreskol, Yankel is confronted by the beauty and the ravages of the
modern-day outside world – and his reception is met with a confusing mix of disbelief, condescension, and
unexpected kindness. When the truth eventually surfaces, his story and the existence of Kreskol make
headlines nationwide. Returning Yankel to Kreskol, the Polish government plans to reintegrate the town that
time forgot. Yet in doing so, the devious origins of its disappearance come to the light. And what has become
of the mystery of Pesha and her former husband? Divided between those embracing change and those
clinging to its old world ways, the people of Kreskol will have to find a way to come together . . . or risk their
village disappearing for good.
The Defense Mar 03 2020
Drafts for a Third Sketchbook Mar 27 2022 “New York . . . I HATE IT. . . I LOVE IT. . . I DON'T KNOW. . .”
These are the reflections of Max Frisch (1911–91) writing from his apartment in the Big Apple near the end of
the twentieth century. Beginning in 1946 and continuing until his death at the age of eighty, the man whom
many see as Switzerland's greatest writer kept a series of sketchbooks to record his reactions to events of the
time and people he encountered in his daily life. Neither a commonplace book nor a diary, these volumes
contain the seeds for many of Frisch's most famous works—including Homo Faber, I'm Not Stiller, and Man
in the Holocene—as well as his cynical meditations, fictions, incidents, conversations, meetings, newspaper
headlines and dark fantasies—anything, in short, that the author found significant. Drafts for a Third
Sketchbook treats the reader to an even more personal document. Unpublished at the time of Frisch's death,
this collection was edited by Peter von Matt, president of the Max Frisch Foundation, with an eye toward
expanding our knowledge of this legendary writer's last days. Ranging from a couple of sentences to several
pages, the sketches collected in this volume recall the United States of the Reagan years and the author's

own growing sense of age as both the threat of nuclear war and some of his most treasured friendships pass
on. Representing an unusually personal vista onto the world as Frisch knew it, this is a wonderful self-portrait
of an extraordinary intelligence.
Montauk Oct 02 2022 Max Frisch's candid story of his affair with a young woman illuminates a lifetime of
relationships. Casting himself as both subject and observer, Frisch reflects on his marriages, children,
friendships, and careers; a holiday weekend in Long Island is a trigger to recount and question events and
aspects of his own life, along with creeping fears of mortality. He paints a bittersweet portrait that is
sometimes painful and sometimes humorous, but always affecting. Emotionally raw and formally innovative,
Frisch’s novel collapses the distinction between art and life, but leaves the reader with a richer
understanding of both.
Dissipatio H.G. Sep 28 2019 A fantastic and philosophical vision of the apocalypse by one of the most striking
Italian novelists of the twentieth century. From his solitary buen retiro in the mountains, the last man on
earth drives to the capital Chrysopolis to see if anyone else has survived the Vanishing. But there’s no one
else, living or dead, in that city of “holy plutocracy,” with its fifty-six banks and as many churches. He’d left
the metropolis to escape his fellow humans and their struggles and ambitions, but to find that the entire
human race has evaporated in an instant is more than he had bargained for. Meanwhile, life itself—the rest of
nature—is just beginning to flourish now that human beings are gone. Guido Morselli’s arresting
postapocalyptic novel, written just before he died by suicide in 1973, depicts a man much like the author
himself—lonely, brilliant, difficult—and a world much like our own, mesmerized by money, speed, and
machines. Dissipatio H.G. is a precocious portrait of our Anthropocene world, and a philosophical last will
and testament from a great Italian outsider.
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